
ENERGY DRIVE
Actualising Your Energy-Related Sustainability Goals

Energy Drive reduces clients’ energy consumption by 61%
on average on installed systems, while maintaining process requirements

OUR SOLUTION

Energy Drive partners with 
companies from a range of 
major industries to dramatically 
reduce energy consumption 
and actualise their energy-
related sustainability goals.

Using the latest variable speed 
drive technology to reduce our 
clients’ energy consumption and 
achieve more efficient operations, 
we also lower energy-related 
business costs. We achieve this by 
removing the barriers to energy 
optimisation by taking on the 
risk and staying invested with 
our clients for the long term. 
By purchasing the required 
equipment, installing it, and 
ensuring that it runs effectively for 
as long as it’s on a client’s site, we 
have founded an innovative, fully 
engineered, turnkey sustainability 
solution executed via a zero-capex 
performance contract.

ENERGY DRIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

16 446
Household 

Equivalent Power 
Saved Monthly*

499.85
Million Kilograms

Coal and Ash
Saved*

766.9
Million Kilograms

CO2 SO2 NOX
Emissions Reduced*

1.012
Billion Litres Water 

Saved*
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Highlight
Energy Drive partners with companies from a range of major industries to dramatically reduce energy consumption using our innovative, zero-capex solution. 
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Highlight
Energy Drive reduces energy consumption by 61% on average on installed systems via a zero-capex performance contract



Energy Drive is an Apogee/esg company, a UK-based group of solution providers that invest
in companies that design and execute innovative, technological solutions to achieve

their clients’ sustainability or ESG goals.
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Interested in partnering with us?
Contact us today to discuss how we can help your

company achieve its energy-related sustainability goals

www.enegrydrive.co  |  info@energydrive.co
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